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Agenda

WHEN WHAT WHO

9am-10am Print To Digital Playbook All

10am-11am Quick Digital Audit All

11am-11:30am SilkTide Training NRM Crack Squad

11:30am-12:30pm USP, Funnel, Competitors All

12:30pm-1:30pm LUNCH All

1:30pm-2pm CPQ Training As required

2pm-2:30pm List Allocations All

meet.google.com/fcy-heuz-ncp
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Key Messages
What’s Changing?

● We are moving our business to the places and platforms our audiences are turning to every day, so that we better meet the needs of our consumers and 
advertisers.  

● This means the majority of our regional and community newspapers will be transitioning to purely digital editions.  Some small print newspapers will cease 
publication, but the local journalism coverage of their area will continue, feeding into the digital masthead for their community. The mastheads that will 
continue publishing a printed newspaper are NT News, Cairns Post, Townsville Bulletin, Gold Coast Bulletin, Toowoomba Chronicle, Geelong Advertiser and 
Hobart Mercury.

● We will continue to work closely with you to create compelling content. 
● Our large range of channels, services and products mean we can talk to you about a range of  needs. Longer term the hunger for local news delivered online 

and of our partners for digital advertising and marketing solutions will create new growth opportunities.
● We reach more than 4 million people in regional markets every month. Our audiences have grown sharply since the onset of COVID-19.
● The print editions of our state-based newspapers, particularly Queensland's The Courier-Mail and NSW's The Daily Telegraph, will be changed to carry 

increased regional content and local advertising opportunities.
● There will be advertising opportunities still available for smaller regions where there is a remaining daily title in print e.g. Cairns Post and Townsville Bulletin.

What are your digital marketing services?

● News Xtend provides powerful digital marketing solutions  and first class service. With staff based across Australia, you have access to local experts who 
can help your business get found on search engines, start a conversation on social media and deliver your message where it matters most. News Xtend 
ensures every dollar you spend is an investment in improving your business and you can track your results anytime, anywhere via your online dashboard.  

● News Connect’s technology suite uses powerful geo-targeting technology to create bespoke marketing solutions for local regional clients



News Xtend
Our USP
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News Xtend brings together the best talent, the 
best tech and award winning service to  deliver 

genuine business growth. 



Xtend USP
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BRAND AWARENESS

REMARKETING

LEADS?

OTHERS

BRAND AWARENESS

RADIO

BRAND AWARENESS

TV

PASSIVE VS ACTIVE 
TARGETED VS UNTARGETED 



Xtend USP
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Technology
● Market leading tech stack for driving best in market campaign 

performance across all channels geared to optimising around the 
metrics that matter.

● Global leading, near real time reporting platform used by large 
agencies and enterprise clients as their go to for reporting. 

Talent, Data & Insights 
● Team of qualified, highly skilled and experienced campaign 

managers. 
● 1000’s of campaigns that deliver deep category insights to give your 

customers the edge. 
● Proprietary 1st, 3rd and location based data targeting unrivalled in 

market. 

TARGETED BRAND AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

REMARKETING

LEADS

Op
tim

is
at

io
n

REPORTS

NEWS

DISCOVERY

Combined- What does this mean for our customers?
● Stronger ROI
● Increased quality of customer
● Increased customer value
● Higher conversion rate on leads
● Lower CPL
● Reduces wasted spend
● Reduces unnecessary internal resources (staff to handle tyre kicker 

enquiries)
● Focusing on keywords and methods that drive customers not clicks. 
● High retention through the funnel



Xtend USP
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Your target audience

Interests

Behaviours

Location

Demographics

● First & Third Party Data
● Hyper local targeting Capabilities
● Omni channel opportunities 



Xtend USP
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Customer Service
- An award winning Campaign Management and Fulfilment team. 



Xtend USP
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Brick & Mortar
- We’re not just a digital agency run out of a garage.



Programmatic USP
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News Xtend unlocks the power of Programmatic Advertising to the SMB 
marketing, bringing you unparalleled reach and audience targeting at scale.

Our Programmatic campaigns are incrementally optimized by a team of highly 
experienced Programmatic specialists as well by sophisticated machine 
learning algorithms.

It is truly the best people, using the best technology, to deliver the highest 
performing campaigns for our customers.

Did you know that our Programmatic platform gives your campaign reach across 
3 times as many websites and mobile apps as the Google Display Network?

In addition we deploy our Programmatic toolkit of features previously only 
available to high end advertisers, to ensure the absolute best performance for 
your campaigns.

All this under the trusted News Corp brand.  Your campaign couldn't be in safer 
hands!



Social USP
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Use Singapore business for ads manager preview,

Ifly Singpore



Search USP
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Singapore search result



Regional Titles
Print to Digital Playbook
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Challenge

● The client has only ever done print.
● The client is already doing some digital.
● The client already does digital with someone else.
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Product recommendation guide
Print Only Print & Digital with News Print with News, 

Competitor Digital

Depending on the budget of the 
customer, there’s a great opportunity 
to convert these customers to an 
evergreen digital campaign. 
Consider what the client has wanted 
to achieve in the past from their print 
campaigns, and build a solution that 
achieves those goals utilising digital 
capabilities. 

Convert to NX, full fat evergreen 
utilising free print offer.

These customers have an opportunity 
to either increase budget on existing 
NX or to add additional products to 
achieve their goals. Depending on 
their goal and which relevant parts of 
the funnel they should be targeting at 
this time, there is the potential for 
adding unique products. 

Add new complementary products to 
their mix with free print offer.

Here’s where our digital Unique 
Selling Points can add huge value to 
our clients. Using the Silktide reports, 
focus your efforts on how we can 
pivot their print goals and objectives 
into a highly targeted digital 
campaign and how our unique 
offerings and specials offers can help 
them better achieve their goal. 

Convert customer from competitor 
with digital offer or add products to 
their marketing mix.

Sell the value of digital Value of increased digital & USP Value of News Digital USP



Schools
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Schools Solutions
Print Only Print & Digital Print & Competitor Digital

Keep it simple and compare 
reach for reach:

- Hyper-local display
- News Xtend 
- News Xtend Lite
- Website & SEO 

Package

Consider their current 
campaign and what gap print 
has been filling for them. Are 
we better to increase their 
existing spend or add 
products to give them more 
coverage and diversity.
Branding and broader 
coverage:

- Social
- Hyper-local display
- Display 

Increase spend: 
- News Xtend 
- Create multiple 

campaigns, for 
example Social 
conversion and 
Social Prospecting.

Focus on products unique to 
their marketing mix to avoid 
a detailed competitor 
conversation and quickly 
transition the revenue. 

Unique products for high 
impact and highly targeted 
executions include:

- Hyper-local display
- Social full funnel 

strategies
- SEO 

Why do they use print?: Habit, 
response/high impact ads, local 
targeting, loyalty to print.

General execution: front page, backpage, 
features, promotion of open days, wraps.

Comparable NX Products: Programmatic 
Display, Social, Nx Lite 

Why go digital: Greater reach, more 
engaging formats, brand plus one click 
action, reporting on uplift, more targeting 
capabilities. 
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School Example Packages

Customer Tier
Print Only - Low Spenders Print & Digital - Medium Spenders Print & Competitor Digital - High Spenders

NX Lite - Search, Display & Social

- Consistent community reach.
- The omni channel approach promotes leads 

and enquiries as well as awareness. 

Website & SEO package

- Refreshed digital brand with a new website 
to improve engagement and increase 
potential conversions. 

- SEO campaign for maximum community 
exposure in regional areas.

Organic results receive higher click through than 
SEM, therefore SEO is ideal for regional areas with 
lower search volume.

Hyperlocal Display 
NX Social 
NX Off net Display & Remarketing 
SEO 
Target key geographic areas with hyperlocal. Eventually 
we can measure footfall once open days and tours 
resume. Target competitor schools, daycare and 
relevant places of interest like churches for christian 
schools.

Social ads to promote announcements, events, key 
enrollment dates and information. 

Display campaign for remarketing and broader 
reach/lower CPM. Hyperlocal ads should have the 
primary goal of driving a click as they are served in app, 
then we can remarket using offnet display.

Organic results receive higher click through than SEM, 
therefore SEO is ideal for regional areas with lower 
search volume.

Hyperlocal Display 
NX Social 
NX Off net Display & Remarketing 
SEO 
Target key geographic areas with hyperlocal. Eventually 
we can measure footfall once open days and tours 
resume. Target competitor schools, daycare and 
relevant places of interest like churches for christian 
schools.

Social ads to promote announcements, events, key 
enrollment dates and information. 

Display campaign for remarketing and broader 
reach/lower CPM. Hyperlocal ads should have the 
primary goal of driving a click as they are served in app, 
then we can remarket using offnet display.

Organic results receive higher click through than SEM, 
therefore SEO is ideal for regional areas with lower 
search volume.

These are guides only. Subject to availability and goal of your customer.   



Councils
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Councils
Solutions

Print Only Print & Digital Print & Competitor Digital

Keep it simple, more reach 
and measurable views. 
Age demographics of online 
audiences (older audience 
available).

- Hyperlocal 
- Off net Display
- Social

Consider their current 
campaign and what gap print 
has been filling for them. Are 
we better to increase their 
existing spend or add 
products to achieve a 
specific goal.

Boost engagement and local 
coverage:

- Social
- Off net display
- Hyper-local display

It’s not common for councils 
to be engaged consistently 
with a digital agency. It’s 
more likely that an internal 
marketing person executes 
some strategies. 

Discuss our unique 
capabilities in:

- Social team
- Display targeting
- Hyper-local display 

Why do they use print?: Community 
announcements and events aimed at 
constituents. 

General execution: Half page, quarter 
page, public notices.

Comparable Digital Products: Social, 
Hyper-local, Display.

Why go digital?: Measure views and 
engagement, hyper-local targeting, 
multi-message executions. Current 
climate is forcing traditional print readers 
into online consumption. 
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Council Example Packages

Customer Tier
Print Only - Low Spenders Print & Digital - Medium Spenders Print & Competitor Digital - High Spenders

Hyperlocal 
Off net Display 
Social 

Targeting key geographic areas with Hyperlocal, 
mimicking the targeting of local titles.
Social to promote announcements, events, and key 
public notices.
Off net display for remarketing and local awareness

Hyperlocal Display 
NX Social 
NX Off net Display & Remarketing 
SEO 
Target key geographic areas with Hyperlocal. Mimic the 
targeting of local titles while also targeting key areas - 
for example announcements of planned developments 
in a specific area. 

Social ads to promote announcements, events, key 
enrollment dates and information. 

Display campaign for remarketing and broader 
reach/lower CPM. Hyperlocal ads should have the 
primary goal of driving a click as they are served in app, 
then we can remarket using offnet display.

A display or social campaign can promote a particular 
announcements page or website with local notices 

Hyperlocal Display 
NX Social 
NX Off net Display & Remarketing 
SEO 
Target key geographic areas with hyperlocal. 

Social ads to promote announcements, events, notices 
and information. 

Display campaign for remarketing and broader 
reach/lower CPM. Hyperlocal ads should have the 
primary goal of driving a click as they are served in app, 
then we can remarket using offnet display.

Organic results receive higher click through than SEM, 
therefore SEO is ideal for regional areas with lower 
search volume.

These are guides only. Subject to availability and goal of your customer.   



Auto
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Auto Solutions
Print Only Print & Digital Print & Competitor Digital

It’s pretty rare that 
dealerships will only do print. 
Many of the digital 
campaigns are run out of 
head office and almost all 
social is run in house. 
Consider easy upsells of our 
unique capabilities, 
leveraging their internal work 
such as:

- Social
- Hyperlocal targeting 

(footfall attribution)

Consider upselling to 
products that include our 
unique capabilities in News 
Connect and Hyperlocal. 
Look at ongoing 
opportunities for branding 
utilising News Xtend:

- Social
- Display
- Hyperlocal

Consider easy upsells of our 
unique capabilities, 
leveraging their internal work 
such as:

- Social display
- Hyperlocal targeting 

(footfall attribution)
- Live Chat

Propose products that 
include our unique 
capabilities in News Connect 
with high impact, targeted 
executions:

- Hyperlocal targeting 
(footfall attribution)

Compare our reporting and 
optimisation capabilities 
through News Xtend.

Why do they use print?: PMA 
restrictions/local targeting, high impact 
executions, continuous branding.

General execution: Super covers, 
backpages, full pages. 

Comparable Digital Products: Social, 
Hyperlocal, NX Lite.

Why go Digital?: Hyperlocal targeting 
with one click to action, high impact 
creative, footfall attribution. 
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Auto Example Packages

Customer Tier

Print Only - Low Spenders Print & Digital - Medium Spenders Print & Competitor Digital - High 
Spenders

Hyperlocal Display 
Social 

Targeting the PMA of the local dealer, 
typically with a single manufacturer for 
sales or service offer.

Social to promote announcements such 
as amended trading hours or special 
offers.

Hyperlocal Display 
Social 
NX Off net Display & Remarketing

Targeting the PMA of the local dealer, 
typically with a multiple manufacturers for 
sales or service offer

Social to promote announcements such as 
amended trading hours or special offers. 

On and off Network to ensure reach goes 
beyond News Network and remarketing.

Upsell SEO for long term SERP rankings and 
decreased CPL.

Social 
Live chat 
SEO 
NX Off net Display & Remarketing 

Targeting multiple PMAs typically with a 
multiple manufacturers for sales or service 
offer

NX Social ads and Social Display to 
promote announcements such as amended 
trading hours or special offers. 

On and off Network to ensure reach goes 
beyond News Network and remarketing.

SEO For long term SERP rankings.

These are guides only. Subject to availability and goal of your customer.   



Retail
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Retail
Solutions

Print Only Print & Digital Print & Competitor Digital

Retail outlets only doing print 
are unlikely to have an online 
store. Consider their current 
capabilities and encourage a 
business pivot to selling 
online (ecomm, Facebook, 
Instagram etc). 

High impact locally targeting 
products:

- Social 
- Hyperlocal
- Website/ecommerce 

packages

Consider the gap that print 
was filling for your customer. 
Increasing NX spend or 
moving to more 
consideration/conversion 
products such as:

- Social
- Hyperlocal

Increase reach and 
branding/awareness through:

- Social 
- Display
- SEO

For retail outlets doing digital 
through another provider, 
consider our unique products 
that drive outcomes and 
increased reach and 
branding/awareness through:

- Social
- Hyperlocal
- Display

Why do they use print?: Locally targeted 
marketing with flexible creatives to 
promote sales and specials.

General execution: Front page, full page, 
high impact images and call to actions. 

Comparable digital products: 
Programmatic Display, Social, Hyperlocal

Why go digital?: Greater reach, more 
engaging formats, brand plus one click 
action to landing pages, reporting on 
uplift and now online sales, news connect 
audience targeting, footfall attribution.
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Retail Example Packages

Customer Tier

Print Only - Low Spenders Print & Digital - Medium Spenders Print & Competitor Digital - High 
Spenders

Hyperlocal Display 
Social 
NX Lite

Targeting key geographic areas with 
hyperlocal. 

NX Lite is a great option for these 
customers for consistent brand 
awareness and consideration.

Social to promote details of sales and 
promotions.

Hyperlocal Display 
Social 
NX Search 
NX Off net Display & Remarketing 

Targeting key geographic areas with 
hyperlocal. Prospect customer to 
understand if a greater ability to offer News 
Xtend with a view to pivoting to always on 

Inclusion of search to drive other conversion 
points such as live chat or web traffic 

Hyperlocal Display
Social 
NX Off net Display & Remarketing 
SEO 

Targeting key geographic areas with 
hyperlocal. Prospect customer to 
understand if a greater ability to offering 
News Xtend with a view to pivoting to 
always on 

Inclusion of SEO  to drive long term results 
and dominate local search results.

These are guides only. Subject to availability and goal of your customer.   



Thought Starter Packages 



Packages & Pricing
Product Cost Min Spend Objective Notes

NX Lite Cheapest CPM 
optimisation

$500 - max $1999
($2k is NX Full Fat)

Maximum Impressions Limited reporting on ROI and 
leads. Traffic and Impression 
focused. 

Social Display $20 CPM $500 Impressions/Reach News Connect targeting 
capabilities. Fast setup. Promote 
existing posts. Consider 
impressions available.

Hyper-local display 25,000 impressions for 
$500

$500 Impressions Min $500 to be worthwhile 

News Xtend CPM, CPC, CPA, CPL $2,000 per month Varying goals - Awareness, 
Consideration, Conversion

Search, Display, Social, Live Chat, 
Youtube, Shopping etc.

CPA Display $2,000 $2,000 per month Awareness

Websites $99+ per month and setup 
fee.

$99 per month Conversions, rankings. There are multiple packages and 
add ons to consider.

SEO $499+ per month and 
setup fee

$499 per month Long term ROI This takes time and does not 
produce fast results. 

Bespoke (<8K)
Tier 1 (5k-8k)
Tier 2 (3-5k)
Tier 3 >$2k 



RE Local Print to Digital Playbook
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Goal

To drive incremental digital growth by identifying 
our print customers’ advertising objectives and 
pivoting them to comparable digital campaigns. 



1. Content marketing
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Content marketing
Who to target: Agencies who already 
understand the value of content 
marketing.

Don’t sell to: Agencies that don’t have 
budget for brand building or value having a 
long term marketing strategy (i.e. they 
want short term results).

Why do it: Positions agency as the 
thought leader / influencer in their local 
area, attracts high performing agents, 
builds brand trust and strength and 
delivers high level audience engagement.

Why do it with News: Deeper insights into 
consumers, what drives them and how to 
communicate with them. Well resourced 
to produce pipeline of content through 
News Xtend and content production 
experts.

Content + amplification across social Content + amplification across social

24 Articles
Social + Creative 

Content plan developed with customer and 
News Corp’s content production team 
(Suddenly), putting together a bespoke mix to 
service specific objectives.

On top of the content only package, drive 
traffic through social media advertising (FB & 
INSTA).

$x per month (TBC)
Minimum 12 month commitment

24 Articles
Social + Creative

On top of the content only package, drive 
traffic through social media advertising (FB & 
INSTA).

Utilise a performance marketing campaign 
(NX Lite or Full Fat) to drive conversions from 
brand buildign.

$x per month (TBC)
Minimum 12 month commitment
Plus:
Social, Display & Search (Lite or Full Fat) to 
drive leads. 
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Solutions & how to position

Content only + amplification Content + amplification ++

More time back in your business

Your story on your platforms

Content that is geared to drive emotion, not just provide 
information

Content intelligence built by our extensive network of 
local, national and international specialists & resources; 
building trust for your brand.

Every piece of content we create has purpose, 
audience value and is underpinned by data informed, 
quality storytelling.

Amplification strategy that drives traffic and eyeballs to 
your content.

Strategy by our leading digital specialists, designed 
specifically for Real Estate,; ensuring your story is seen.

Combination of the best tech and the best people 
building and executing your social media campaign.

A full funnel strategy to convert content engagement to 
leads and database building.



2. Vendor Paid Advertising
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Vendor Paid Advertising
Who to target:  Agencies looking to connect 
their vendors’ listings with relevant, high 
intent buyers outside of traditional channels.

Don’t sell to: Agencies without listings or 
wanting to promote brand related messaging.

Why do it: For the Vendor, it maximises the 
exposure of their listing - increasing the 
opportunity to find a potential buyer. For the 
Agent, it provides exposure to their brand that 
is vendor-paid. 

Why do it with News: Ability to align an 
agent’s ‘brand’ with premium environments. 
Access to results of campaign performance.

NXPM (Facebook only) + Social 
Display

Carousel

$x inc GST per listing, running across 
7-14 days

$x NXPM
○ Facebook Only
○ 4,000-10,000 

Impressions

$x Social &  Display
○ Facebook
○ 4,000-10,000
○ Offnet Display

$x per listing, running across 7-14 
days

122,000 impressions* per listing 
(minimum 3 listings)
Including News Connect targeting

For higher end properties - broader 
targeting, on net.
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Solutions & how to position

NXPM Carousel

Allows agents and agencies to maintain their agent brand presence, despite 
channels they’ve ‘traditionally’ used not being available.

Performance is tangible when compared to regional title activity - 100% 
visibility over how each listing is tracking.

It puts the Vendors listing in environments where potential buyers are spending 
increased amounts of time - Facebook and Display network.

Opportunity for prestige and investor listings to leverage News Connect 
segments around affluence/income level (limited capabilities across Facebook 
to target this audience). These listings normally have the VPA budget required 
to drive impact from this ad unit.

Dynamic ad unit that allows agencies to be agile with their listings.

Run multiple listings at any one time - 3 at any one time on desktop are viewed, 
with the opportunity to have a bank of listings that are on rotation.

Vendor paid branding for your business, aligned with trusted and credible 
news.

Expand your frequency and reach outside of the real estate portals, tapping in 
to passive buyers across the News Corp network.



3. Brand or Agent Exposure
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Brand or Agent Exposure
Who to target:  Offices or agents who want to 
demonstrate success, be a thought leader or engage 
with passive buyers and vendors.

Don’t sell to: Offices that historically haven’t spent 
money on promotional print ads.

Why do it: There is currently minimal advertising through 
traditional local channels (i.e. cinema, outdoor, print etc) 
which means brands are not being seen by anyone who 
isn’t actively looking at property. Market share is up for 
grabs for the brands and agents who are pushing ahead 
in challenging times.

Why do it with News: Brand alignment and trust on top 
tier websites outside of just social. Buyers and vendors 
are seeking ‘next steps’ and thought leadership from 
across the web more than ever.

NX Lite NX Full Fat

$x ex Per Month
Social only

$x ex per month
Social
Display

$x ex Per Month 
Search 
Display
Social

$x ex Per Month
Social 
Display
Youtube
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Solutions & how to position

Strategy Position

Community Service Announcements Reach both buyers and sellers and demonstrate innovation 
and changes to trading during COVID.

Future Vendors Provide market and suburb reports to homeowners within 
your coverage zone.

Agent Profile Win market share as an agent to a passive audience as a 
thought leader.

Sales
Demonstrate successful live auctions and off market sales 
upon completion to show high performance in challenging 

times.



4. Local Area Marketing
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Local Area Marketing

Who to target:  Agencies that want to 
have a presence in their local area.

Don’t sell to: Agencies wanting 
measurable outcomes from all digital 
advertising.

Why do it: With regional print publications 
closing down, ensure your brand is still 
top of mind for potential buyers and 
vendors in your area.

Why do it with News: We provide 
sophisticated location data so you can 
target people within our Regional print 
catchment areas.

Standard High Impact

$x per month
Hyperlocal
Display
Youtube

$x per month
Hyperlocal
Social
Display
Search



5. Developers
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Developers

Who to target:  Developers - large and 
small. 

Don’t sell to: Vendor Paid Marketing 
agencies. 

Why do it: Off the plan and developments 
are very competitive. Expand marketing 
outside of saturated competitive 
marketplaces like REA.

Why do it with News: Ability to align an 
developers ‘brand’ with premium 
environments. Access to results of 
campaign performance.

Standard High Impact

$x per month
Display
Social

Target people actively looking to 
purchase property through 
Facebook and drive them to a 
conversion optimised landing page.

Then a multi-channel remarketing 
strategy through off net display and 
social drives them back to the 
landing page to convert.

$x per month
Display
Social
Search
Live Chat

Enhancing the retargeting strategy 
is the execution of a local search 
campaign, focusing on high intent 
brand and non-brand keywords.

Capture leads via other channels 
by adding on live chat for those 
consumers who want to talk to 
someone before submitting their 
details.



Appendix 
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News Connect audience segments

SEGMENT SEGMENT DESCRIPTION MONTHLY REACH

Looking to Buy A News Connect Predict segment of readers with strong interest in 
buying a real estate property.

82,000

Credit and Financing Interest A location based segment of people who have visited a Financial 
Institution at least once in the last 30 days. Based on real-world mobility 
data.

579,330

Home Loan Intenders Readers who've read articles related to "Home loan, buying home, first 
home buyer, home grant, mortgage stress, owning home at least 3 
times in the past 28 days.

10,820

Lifestage : Pregnancy Readers who read pregnancy related articles/sections on Kidspot, 
News.com.au, the Metro Mastheads and/or NLM at least 3 times in the 
past 28 Days.

229,210

Young Families A News Connect Quantium segment of readers whose youngest child is 
aged between 4 and 12 years. Based off Woolworths transactional data.

937,670

Buyers



News Connect audience segments
Vendors

SEGMENT SEGMENT DESCRIPTION MONTHLY REACH

Looking to Sell A News Connect Predict Segment of readers with high propensity to sell a real estate 
property. Based on News Connect Panel Surveys

136,83

Home Owners Readers who: read articles on money matters; and/or cost of living section, home 
loans, mortgage stress, rates, or the business property section in The Australian and 
mastheads at least once in the past 60 days.

1,700,000

Credit and Financing Interest A location based segment of people who have visited a Financial Institution at least once 
in the last 30 days. Based on real-world mobility data.

579,330

Lifestage : Retirees A News Connect Quantium Segment of readers with age 65 years and over. Based on 
Woolworths Transactional Data

784,090

Young Families A News Connect Quantium segment of readers whose youngest child is aged between 4 
and 12 years. Based off Woolworths transactional data.

937,670

   Aging Comfortably
These middle-class retirees have settled into quiet and relaxing days at home spent on their 
favourite hobbies. Based off Woolworths transactional data.

97,080

48



News Connect audience segments
Prestige Property & Investors 

SEGMENT SEGMENT DESCRIPTION MONTHLY REACH

Business Decision Makers People who have high usage of business specific content across the News Corp Australia network 135,034

Amex Credit Card Holders A News Connect TEG segment of readers who are likely to be AMEX Credit Card holders. This segment is modelled based on users who have purchased 
event tickets using an AMEX credit card.

260,697

Auto Intenders - Luxury A News Connect Predict segment that identifies readers with a high propensity to purchase a luxury brand vehicle for their next auto purchase. Based off 
News Connect Panel Surveys.

75,632

High Disposable Income A News Connect Predict segment which identifies readers with high propensity to have high disposable income. Based off News Connect Panel Surveys. 295,218

Executive Class A News Connect Predict segment that identifies readers with a high propensity to be in a C-Suite level role. Based off News Connect Panel Surveys 283,388

Fashion : Luxury Boutique Retail A Quantium Q Segment of people who spend with luxury boutiques such as Tiffany & Co, Louis Vuitton, Chanel, Gucci. Based off NAB transactional data. 48,861

International Leisure Travel - Heavy A News Connect Predict segment which identifies readers with strong interest in international destination holidays. Based off News Connect Panel surveys. 244,576

Small To Medium Enterprise Owner A News Connect Predict segment which identifies readers with high propensity to be a small to medium business owner. Based off News Connect Panel 
surveys.

109,796

Prestige Lifestyle A News Connect TEG segment of readers who live a prestige lifestyle. This segment is modelled based on users who have signed up to a black or platinum 
level credit card.

19,834

Include “Looking to Bu” or “Looking to Sell based” on goal. 49



Quick Digital Audit

START TIME 10:20am
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Easy to convert Indifferent Competitor Champions

These customers are likely to convert to NX 
easily. They are either only running 1 or 2 
products with a local agency but are not 
seeing value in the results, relationship or 
reporting or are running it internally, generally 
sub-optimally. 

A more comprehensive strategy and our 
technology is likely to impress.

These are customers who are happy with their 
current provider but can be swayed to switch. 
Many regional agencies don’t provide 
transparent or detailed reporting on 
conversion so shining a light on this will open 
up the conversation. 

A more strategic approach to their digital 
marketing and focusing on our USP compared 
to their current agency will help convert this 
customer as will leveraging the print 
relationship where print rep may have 
traditionally been protective of spend. 

These customers are likely to be very happy 
with the results and service that they get from 
their current agency. If their campaign is 
sub-optimal it is worth making the customer 
aware of the gaps and opportunities. If you 
cannot convert leveraging some of our unique 
solutions to create interest in a regional 
market, audio, CUTV, display and video are 
great options for these customers and open 
an opportunity to win over from the 
competitor agency. 

Utilise Silktide reports to uncover gaps and 
perform a quick digital audit.
 

Converting Competitor Digital
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Easy to convert Indifferent Competitor Champions

These customers are likely to convert to NX 
easily. They are either only running 1 or 2 
products with a local agency but are not 
seeing value in the results, relationship or 
reporting or are running it internally, generally 
sub-optimally. 

A more comprehensive strategy and our 
technology is likely to impress.

These are customers who are happy with their 
current provider but can be swayed to switch. 
Many regional agencies don’t provide 
transparent or detailed reporting on 
conversion so shining a light on this will open 
up the conversation. 

A more strategic approach to their digital 
marketing and focusing on our USP compared 
to their current agency will help convert this 
customer as will leveraging the print 
relationship where print rep may have 
traditionally been protective of spend. 

These customers are likely to be very happy 
with the results and service that they get from 
their current agency. If their campaign is 
sub-optimal it is worth making the customer 
aware of the gaps and opportunities. If you 
cannot convert leveraging some of our unique 
solutions to create interest in a regional 
market, audio, CUTV, display and video are 
great options for these customers and open 
an opportunity to win over from the 
competitor agency. 

Utilise Silktide reports to uncover gaps and 
perform a quick digital audit.
 

Sell the value of a more 
comprehensive digital strategy

Sell the value of a comprehensive 
digital strategy & News USP

Sell the value of News Digital 
USP and reach.

Converting Competitor Digital



Social



Converting Competitor Digital

https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/
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● Check for full funnel strategy approach vs conversions only. 
○ Are they utilising prospecting and conversion strategies?
○ Do they have just one ad type?
○ Do they appear to be testing different creatives?

● Review ads for best practice - ie. Utilising special offers, copy length etc.

● Does the Call to Action match the objective ie Buy Now or Call Now

https://www.facebook.com/ads/library/


Converting Competitor Digital
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● Check they are using remarketing pixels
○ Check the page source on the website (right 

click and select ‘view page source’. Ctrl F to 
search for ‘facebookremarketing’

● Use Silktide reporting. 
○ Double check using the above technique (or 

ask, never assume)



Search



Converting Competitor Digital

With Adwords Access
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● Check for volume of keywords used
○ Too many keywords across different services/products can be 

detrimental, for example a plastic surgeon bidding on all services 
offered would potentially mean diluted budget.

● Check for dedicated ad groups for keyword groups
○ Broad Text ads that don’t match the keyword lead to low quality 

score and potentially low CTR.
● Review match types - broad match only vs phrase etc.

○ Having only broad match can lead to higher CPCs, only phrase or 
exact match can lead to decreased visibility on search results.

● Are they bidding on generic terms (finding new customers) vs brand 
(people that know them)

○ Are they driving branding and awareness in other ways if they’re 
focusing on branded search?

○ Could they be driving a lower CPC by building brand if the industry 
is competitive. 

● Are they on BING (untapped new customer potential)
● Are competitors bidding on the brand?
● If eComm are they running Shopping?



Other



Converting Competitor Digital
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● Do they have content on YouTube, can it be amplified?
○ Check for abnormally high views on any 

videos - may indicate a YT campaign.

● Are they ranking organically for primary 
keywords/business name?

● Is live chat on site?

● Are call to actions dominant (for ease of use)

● Is the form fill conversion optimised (simple message, 
minimal mandatory fields)


